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Canadian Caper - Wikipedia
The "Canadian Caper" was the popular name given to the joint
covert rescue by the Canadian government and the CIA of six
American diplomats who had evaded capture during the seizure
of the United States embassy in Tehran, Iran, on November 4, ,
after the Iranian Revolution, when Islamist students took most
of the . The Argo story was blown, but the CIA's role was kept
secret by.
When Israel Hatched a Secret Plan to Assassinate Iranian
Scientists - POLITICO Magazine
IRAN has a weapon that could be potentially catastrophic for
the US should conflict break out between the two countries, an
expert has stated.

When Israel hatched a secret plan to assassinate Iranian
scientists – POLITICO
Inside Canada's top-secret diplomatic exit from Iran As chargé
d'affaires, he was Canada's senior diplomat in Iran, so it
fell to him to turn out the lights. . Digital Archives:
Canadian Caper helps Americans escape Tehran.
airport_transfer
Canada's role in rescuing six Americans during the Iran CBC
Archives | Canadian Caper helps Americans escape Tehran.
NPR Choice page
The Iran Deal's “Argo” Moments. By Robin “It was all supposed
to be secret,” the clerk told me. Top officials were fired;
some faced charges.
The Iran Deal’s “Argo” Moments | The New Yorker
rescue six Americans in Tehran during the U.S. hostage crisis
in Iran in event for Argo () Grant Heslov at an event for Argo
() Ben Affleck in Argo .. Ben), the technical part was
top-notch (William Goldberg), but all in all this.
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Iran had claimed that the drone had ventured into Iranian
airspace while the US instantly denied those allegations,
claiming that the drone was flying over international waters.
He had been awarded a doctorate in the field of elementary
particle physics in by Sharif University of Technology, and
became a senior lecturer .
ThescriptusedwasbasedontheRogerZelaznysciencefictionnovelLordofLi
Pardo agreed with her and asked Netanyahu for permission to
cease the entire violent campaign as long as the talks were
ongoing. The scheme proved a diplomatic and political
disaster. But the Israelis wanted to be able to counter
Iranian claims that the material was forged and offer it up
for examination by international groups.
OnJanuary12,ata.Asheopenedhiscardoor,abooby-trappedmotorcyclethat
determined woman works with a hardened boxing trainer to
become a professional.
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